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ABSTRACT 

Thermal damage of rails can occur through brake lock-up, or traction control system failure to prevent wheel spin. In 

most cases the damage produced is shallow and takes the form of a “white etching layer”, usually thought to have a 

martensitic structure, formed as the steel is heated above its eutectoid temperature and then rapidly cooled as the 

wheel moves away. In many cases such layers are benign, but there is evidence of crack initiation at their interface 

with the sub-surface layers of the rail in “stud” defects. The metallurgical transformation during the formation of 

white etching layers leads to a volume change for the steel, leaving not only a transformed microstructure, but also 

locked-in stress. The influence of this additional locked-in stress on development of an initiated crack is studied in 

this paper, and the work extended to consider how alternative materials which react differently to the thermal input 

may offer a means to suppress crack development through locking in beneficial rather than problematic stresses. 

1  INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents an extension to previous research investigating thermal influence on crack growth in rails. The 

origin of the work is in building understanding of “stud” type defects which have been identified on railways and 

metros worldwide [1]. These have superficial similarities to squat defects, but are almost always associated with 

severe thermal input evidenced through the presence of thin (~100µm) white etching layer at the rail surface above 

the defects. Figure 1 shows the morphology of a typical defect of this type.  

White etching layer on the rail surface can be formed either through extreme mechanical work [2] or by a thermal 

process [3] often due to brake lock-up, or traction control system failure to prevent wheel spin. Evidence from defects 

cut open for examination is that plastic damage is almost completely absent in stud defects [4], so thermal input in the 

generation of the WEL has been examined. Severe thermal input has three main consequences, which last over 

different durations: (i) temporary thermal expansion of the steel, (ii) permanent metallurgical transformation of the 

steel to WEL, and (iii) permanent locked-in stress produced by the change of material volume associated with the 

metallurgical transformation. In the previous investigation [5] only additional stress due to cause (i) was considered 

for its effect on stress intensity factors (SIFs) describing growth of an already initiated defect. In this paper the 

change of volume (cause iii) is brought in as an additional phenomena in the modelling, opening up two routes of 

investigation. First, taking expansion characteristic of current rail steels undergoing transformation to WEL and 

examining the influence of the additional stress produced by this expansion. Second, using the same model in a 

design capacity to assess the most beneficial expansion (or contraction) which a heat affected area may exhibit if it is 

to suppress crack growth, i.e. assuming that initiation of damage still occurs, how can a future rail material be created 

to suppress the growth of the initiated defect. A wheel running temperature of 300C is considered, separate to the 

prior severe thermal event [6].  

2  MODELLING METHOD AND CONDITIONS 

Modelling was conducted using a boundary element (BE) analysis in the Beasy software package [7] and considered 

cracks of 1mm to 15mm long, 1mm deep, parallel to the surface of a rail. This crack configuration was chosen as a 

simplified representation of the “stud” crack type shown in Figure 1. This type of crack is found in undeformed steel, 

and the crack sizes modelled were large relative to the microstructure dimensions, hence the model was of stress 

controlled crack growth, which was quantified by fracture mechanics. Microstructural anisotropy which would be 

important if there was extensive shear of the steel (typically affecting cracks much closer to the rail surface) was 

absent. The model (Figure 2) used a 2D plane strain representation of the rail-wheel contact, with a maximum 



 

Hertzian contact pressure of 1014MPa. Surface and crack face friction coefficient was taken as 0.3, with a contact 

half-width of 5mm. This pressure and contact size correspond to a wheel of 780mm diameter and 6.5 tonne axle load 

running on a UIC60 rail worn to a slightly flatter than new condition crown radius. The 2D model was able to 

represent vertical and longitudinal stresses that characterise wheel motion in straight track, but could not represent the 

lateral forces or lateral crack growth that can be significant in curved track. This disadvantage was set against 

significantly lower solution times, enabling a wider range of conditions and crack sizes to be studied. The contact was 

taken to be fully sliding, with shear traction distribution across the contact defined by the product of Hertzian normal 

load distribution multiplied by friction coefficient. The conditions modelled are shown in Table 1. Metallurgical 

transformation of the pearlite to martensite was simulated on a macro scale through bulk expansion or contraction of 

the heat affected zone, not by modelling the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the microstructure itself. The expansion 

depends on the specific alloy composition of the steel, with two different cases considered in the paper alongside the 

‘artificial’ contraction cases used for the design study.  

2.1 Density based calculation of volume change 

Values for the metallurgical transformation volume change of the heat affected area can be generated using either a 

density or an atomic volume based approach. To assess the change based on density, the density of pearlite was 

calculated by taking the density of its constituents ferrite (α iron, 7870 kg/m3) and cementite (Fe3C, 7700 kg/m3) and 

their weight percentage, assuming a eutectoid composition steel with 0.77% carbon for which the weight fractions of 

ferrite to cementite are 8:1 [8]. This gives a density of pearlite with 0.77% C as 7851.1kg/m3, although this takes no 

account of the effect of other alloying elements on the density. The density of martensite is available from literature 

[9], although its value is sensitive to plastic deformation. This is particularly relevant to rail steel surfaces where 

plastic deformation of pearlite is common, although the increased hardness of martensite after transformation may 

protect it from further deformation. Density prior to plastic deformation [9] is 7790 kg/m3, but may drop to 7785 

kg/m3 with 5% plastic deformation. Assuming the value for zero plastic deformation applies, the change from pearlite 

to martensite reduces density to 7790/7851.1 = 99.22% through an expansion of 0.78% in volume. The expansion 

would be greater after plastic work. A value of 0.8% is used in Table 1 to capture this process.  

2.2 Atomic volume change approach 

An alternative to the bulk density based approach is to use atomic volume data for steel microstructures [10]. Taking 

carbon as a weight percentage (C) and atomic volume in Angstroms cubed, values are pearlite (11.916), austenite 

(11.401+0.329C), and martensite (11.789+0.370C). Considering a carbon fraction of 0.77% this indicates a change of 

atomic volume from 11.916 Å3 and 12.0739Å3 with the transformation from pearlite to martensite i.e. a volume 

expansion of just over 1.3%. Following similar reasoning the change from austenite to martensite is predicted to give 

an atomic volume increase of around 3.6%, which is in agreement with literature data for this transformation [11]. A 

value of 1.3% is used in Table 1 to capture this approach for the pearlite to martensite volume change.  

2.3 Implementation of volume change in modelling 

The exact value of volume change with transformation will depend on the steel chemistry, and also the exact thermal 

path taken as the steel is heated and cooled, but the methods outlined above gave a reasonable range for which 

modelling could be conducted to investigate the effect on cracks in a rail. To represent the expansion and contraction 

through transformation of a surface layer in the BE model a thermal body load was applied to the whole of the 

transformed layer (regardless of contact size or position) using a temperature calculated to achieve the required 

volumetric expansion [12]: 

!!

!!

 = 3αΔT             (1) 



 

where ∆V/V0 is the volume change ratio, α is the thermal linear expansion coefficient for the material and ΔT is the 

temperature difference. It should be noted that this is simply a convenient way to implement expansion or contraction 

within an existing structure without modelling microstructural change or applying a mechanical load. It is an artificial 

temperature value, distinct from the thermal boundary condition applied to represent the passing of a hot wheel over 

the rail with which it is combined using superposition.  

For the case with a rail-wheel contact temperature rise, it was assumed that the rail surface was heated in the wheel 

contact area, and was elsewhere at 20C. This was intended to simulate ‘flash’ heating of the rail surface followed by 

rapid cooling as the contact moves away. The properties of the rail steel were Young’s modulus, 210GPa, Poisson’s 

ratio, 0.3, and thermal linear expansion coefficient of 13µm/mK. To identify the peak and range of stress intensity 

factors during the passage of a wheel, contact positions at 2.5mm increments were examined up to 15mm either side 

of the crack centre. No crack growth rate law exists specific to the loading and crack configuration used in the current 

investigation. Therefore, indicative crack growth rates were calculated using the lower bound method developed for 

inclined surface breaking cracks in rail steel [13, 14]. Although the crack configuration differs this growth law was 

generated using a normal grade rail steel and there is similarity in the combination of mode I and II loading for a 

crack under compression. A more specific growth law for modern rail steels would be a useful area of future research. 

3  RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 

All the cases listed in Table 1 were investigated for a 1mm crack length to examine a crack which has already 

initiated but not yet grown significantly. Modelling was also performed for a range of crack lengths from 2 to 15mm 

but for economy of modelling these cases exclude conditions 4 and 5 (1.3% expansion due to transformation) since 

trends are visible from the baseline case and for ±0.8% expansion cases. For each condition modelled the range of 

stress intensity factor was assessed by considering the movement of a wheel incrementally across the crack (Figure 3), 

generating a series of SIFs. The combined action of traction and normal stress is indicated in the figure, and results in 

asymmetry of the results for left and right crack tips. Results are presented as stress intensity factors in Figure 4 to 

Figure 6, in which the origin is at the centre of the crack, hence crack tips will lie to the left or right of the origin 

according to crack size. Stress intensity factors are converted to indicative crack growth rates shown in Figure 7. As 

an addition to the SIF data, Table 2 shows stress calculated for a point 1mm below the centre of the contact and white 

etching layer region, but without a crack present. This indicates that thermal expansion is particularly influential on 

longitudinal stress, and to a lesser extent on lateral stress, while metallurgical transformation has a strong influence 

on longitudinal and vertical stress in the rail. These stresses are for just a single location, and it is their combination 

throughout the rail during passage of the wheel that determines the SIFs for each case considered. 

3.1 Stress intensity factor dependence on crack size 

Figure 4 shows the trends observed in KI and KII values for the left and right crack tips. These plots are for condition 

1 (no expansion/contraction, no thermal input). For the left crack tip (Figure 4a), KI shows a rise with increasing 

crack size, but is small even for a 15mm crack. For comparison a threshold stress intensity factor of 6 MPa.m1/2 for 

tensile growth of cracks in carbon steel is available from Otsuka et al. [15] and has been applied in previous work on 

crack growth in rail steel [16,17]. The mode II data for the left crack tip (Figure 4b) shows much larger stress 

intensity factor values, but a low sensitivity to crack size of the total range during passage of the contact. The values 

for shear mode growth comfortably exceed the 1.5 MPa.m1/2 shear mode threshold given by Otsuka et al. [15].  

At the right crack tip both mode I and II SIF ranges show rising trends with increasing crack size (Figure 4c,d). The 

mode I values are very small, but the mode II values are comfortably above threshold. Assuming applicability of the 

crack growth law previously developed for inclined surface breaking cracks, Figure 7 and Table 3 show the outcome 

of mixed mode growth. There is a plateau in growth rate with increasing crack size for the left tip, but raising rates 

with increasing size at the right tip. This reflects similar trends in peak mode II SIF with increasing crack size for the 

left and right cracks (Figure 4b,d) and its strong influence over predicted crack growth rate. In crack growth for 

inclined surface breaking cracks it is thought that a small mode I crack opening stress (even if itself below threshold) 



 

can “unlock” mode II growth through helping to overcome crack face friction [18]. In the current results high values 

of mode II are predicted even with almost zero KI at the right tip, although larger KI values are predicted at the left. 

This may influence the tendency of the right side crack to branch (the usual mode II growth behaviour), whereas 

prolonged co-planar growth may be possible with the higher mode I levels at the left tip. This is an aspect of the 

growth which requires further investigation, to better understand if and how the inclined surface breaking crack 

behaviour translates to these horizontal embedded cracks, and how they branch and propagate. 

3.2 Effect of expansion and contraction of a thin surface layer 

Figure 5 shows the effect on mode I and II stress intensity factor of expansion or contraction of a surface layer due to 

metallurgical transformation, focusing on just the 1mm length crack left tip. These data are generated without 

additional thermal stress as the wheel passes. Results for the right crack tip and at other crack sizes exhibit similar 

behaviour. The baseline case 1 is also included. Values of KI rise well above the baseline when expansion of a thin 

surface layer is considered. Positive KI values are present when the contact is absent, i.e. the crack becomes subject to 

a static mode I stress which is relieved as the compressive contact passes, producing a stress cycle. This is the case 

for the 1mm crack which is short relative to the 2mm transformed layer considered, but this effect diminishes as the 

crack exceeds the size of the transformed region. The values of KI are low, in part because this is a small crack size, 

but they rise in proportion to the degree of expansion of the surface layer, representing possible reactions of different 

steel metallurgies (case 2 and 4, 0.8% and 1.3% expansion respectively). For the case of a 0.8% contraction of the 

surface layer (case 6) KI is maintained at zero whatever the contact position.  

For mode II under the same conditions moderate changes take place in the peak values determining stress intensity 

factor range during passage of the contact, but the overall form of the curves is similar for all cases. Inset graphs 

(Figure 5b) enable the order of the peak values to be identified. It can be seen that expansion of the surface layer 

increases the magnitude of both positive and negative peaks (dependent also on the level of expansion). Furthermore, 

contraction of the surface layer reduces the peak magnitudes, and hence the stress intensity factor range. Although the 

number of contact positions examined is limited, the relative size of the contact and crack mean the peak position is 

known in advance and can be accurately captured. The ranges can be seen numerically in Table 4. The changes are 

small, but when converted to crack growth rates (assuming applicability of the crack growth law), they raise or lower 

the crack growth rate relative to the baseline case across the range of crack sizes investigated, as indicated in Figure 7 

and Table 3. 

3.3 Effect of thermal input from passing wheels 

Figure 6 shows a selection of cases to highlight the effect of additional thermal input from warm wheels passing a site 

of previous thermal damage with metallurgical transformation. Expansion and contract by 0.8% is considered, but the 

1.3% cases are excluded from the plot for clarity. From Figure 6a for mode I it can be seen that the thermal input 

considered (dotted lines) makes insignificant changes to the stress intensity factor. The behaviour is dominated by the 

effect of metallurgical expansion relative to the base case (producing a rise in KI values), or contraction (for which KI 

is maintained at zero). As discussed above, the values of KI are all very small, but it is the trends that are of 

significance.  

For KII (Figure 6b) the overall form of the curves for variation of stress intensity factor during the passage of the 

contact is insensitive to the differences between cases with and without additional thermal input. Dotted lines in the 

plot represent the cases with additional thermal input. At negative contact positions there is some sensitivity of KII to 

thermal input. At positive contact positions there is almost no effect from thermal input, with KII for metallurgical 

expansion or contraction cases being above or below baseline values irrespective of the additional thermal input.  

The effect of thermal input on SIF range is shown numerically in Table 4. For both metallurgical expansion (cases 2, 

3) and contraction (cases 6, 7) the trend emerges that thermal input produces (i) minor or no change in ΔKI, and (ii) 

an increase in ΔKII.  



 

The crack growth predictions (Figure 7) show that a contracting microstructure is beneficial in suppressing crack 

growth (growth rate in case 6 is close to or reduced below the baseline case). However, this benefit is negated by 

surface heating from a warm wheel (case 7) for all but very small cracks which are wholly below the 2mm wide 

transformed expansion/contraction region. For an expanding microstructure (case 2) the crack growth rate is always 

above the baseline case, and is made even higher when a warm wheel is considered (case 3).  

3.4 Microstructure design 

The research presented in this paper has considered a range of crack sizes at 1mm below the surface, and indicates 

suppression of crack growth is possible if metallurgical transformation through thermal input produces contraction 

rather than expansion of the microstructure (considering this separately from temporary thermal expansion). This 

indicates it would be beneficial to study steel chemistry that can achieve this behaviour, or to undertake tests on a 

range of existing rail steels to see if some types already have this beneficial property. Beyond comparison of crack 

growth predictions with the physical evidence for existing rail defects (Figure 1), validation depends on identifying 

such a material, and developing a crack growth law specific to mixed mode non-inclined sub-surface cracks. When 

considering new rail coating technologies [19] there is also the possibility of choosing a coating with this crack 

suppressing property. Even if contraction cannot be achieved, there would be benefit in selecting steel metallurgy 

able to reduce levels of expansion when metallurgical transformation takes place following thermal input. In further 

work a crack closer to the surface will be considered to understand the very earliest stage in growth of a defect near 

thermal damage, and whether there is a prospect of “designing out” growth of cracks from this damage type. 

4  CONCLUSIONS 

Evidence of severe thermal loading (white etching layer, WEL) is often associated with rail defects. Severe thermal 

input has three main consequences, which last over different durations: (i) temporary thermal expansion of the steel, 

(ii) permanent metallurgical transformation of the steel to WEL, and (iii) permanent locked-in stress produced by the 

change of material volume associated with the metallurgical transformation. The modelling in this paper focuses on 

area (iii) and predicts that WEL can accelerate growth of cracks below it through locked in stress due to metallurgical 

transformation from pearlite to martensite which causes a local increase in volume of the rail steel. Conversely, 

taking a hypothetical case in which thermal damage leads to a permanent contraction of the steel microstructure it is 

predicted that crack growth rate can be reduced. The changes predicted in crack growth rate are small, but point to the 

interesting possibility that if a material (new steel chemistry or a clad layer of a non-steel material) were to contract 

locally in response to thermal damage it could suppress any subsequent crack growth close to this damage, or at the 

interface between the clad layer/repair and the underlying rail which is a crucial position prone to defects. Validation 

against physical samples depends on the creation of a suitable rail surface material offering contraction in response to 

thermal transformation. This, along with investigation to better understand if and how existing understanding of 

inclined surface breaking crack behaviour translates to horizontal embedded cracks, are the subject of future research. 
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TABLES 

Case Expansion due to 

transformation 

Rail-wheel contact 

temperature rise / C 

1 0 0 
2 0.8% 0 
3 0.8% 300 
4 1.3% 0 
5 1.3% 300 
6 -0.8% 0 
7 -0.8% 300 

Table 1. Conditions modelled.   

 

Case Longitudinal  Vertical Lateral Shear 

1 -661.2 -995.6 -497 -209.1 

2 -632.8 -968.7 -480.5 -212.5 

3 -604.4 -965.1 -470.8 -213.2 

6 -688.9 -1022 -513.2 -205.7 

7 -660.4 -1018 -503.6 -206.5 

Table 2. Stress (MPa) at 1mm from the rail surface, centrally below the contact and transformed layer. 

 

Case 

1 mm 2mm 5mm 10mm 15mm 

L R L R L R L R L R 

1 3.0 3.4 4.1 3.2 5.9 4.7 5.6 7.4 5.1 8.0 

2 3.8 4.2 5.6 3.7 8.3 4.8 9.6 8.3 9.9 9.0 

3 4.1 4.7 7.4 5.2 10.7 6.7 10.8 10.1 11.6 11.0 

4 4.5 4.8 - - - - - - - - 

5 4.5 5.0 - - - - - - - - 

6 2.4 2.8 3.4 2.7 5.7 4.7 5.3 7.4 4.9 7.9 

7 2.6 3.3 5.0 3.8 8.2 6.5 7.7 9.2 7.3 9.9 

 

Table 3. Crack growth rates (nm/cycle) for all the cases and sizes of cracks modelled.  

 

 

Case 

1mm 2mm 5mm 10mm 15mm 

L R L R L R L R L R 

ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII ΔKI ΔKII 

1 0.1 14.2 0.1 14.8 0.2 15.6 0.0 14.4 2.6 17.3 0.3 16.3 4.2 16.7 0.3 18.7 4.4 16.1 0.3 19.2 

2 1.4 15.1 1.2 15.6 2.2 17.0 1.7 15.0 3.4 19.1 1.5 16.3 5.5 19.5 2.2 19.3 6.2 19.5 2.9 19.7 

3 1.3 15.5 1.2 16.3 2.1 18.6 1.7 16.7 3.4 20.7 1.5 18.1 5.6 20.3 2.1 20.5 6.3 20.6 2.8 21.0 

4 2.1 15.7 1.9 16.1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

5 2.1 15.8 1.9 16.3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

6 0.0 13.3 0.0 13.9 0.0 14.7 0.0 13.7 2.4 17.1 0.8 16.3 4.1 16.4 0.7 18.7 4.4 15.9 0.5 19.1 

7 0.0 13.6 0.0 14.6 0.0 16.6 0.0 15.3 2.2 19.2 0.6 18.0 4.2 18.5 0.5 20.0 4.6 18.1 0.3 20.5 

 
 
Table 4. Mode I and II stress intensity factor range for all cases modelled. 



 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Example of “stud” defect morphology below the running band in a longitudinal cross-section from a 
high speed mixed traffic line. The central portion of the crack is close to horizontal and lies at approximately 
1mm below the rail surface in an undeformed microstructure. The white marker above the rail surface 
indicates the location of a patch of white etching layer on the rail surface. The surface depression and plastic 
deformation characteristic of a “squat” defect are absent.  

Figure 2. BE model of rail-wheel contact with horizontal crack of 1mm located 1mm below the rail surface. 
2mm length of metallurgically transformed layer with 100µm thickness from a previous thermal event is 
shown grey. The heat source moves together with the contact load traversing the rail surface.   

Figure 3. A series of analyses are performed with incremental movement of the contact across the crack. The 
origin of the position is measured from the crack centre. 

Figure 4. Stress intensity factor dependence on contact position. (a) left tip mode I, (b) left tip mode II, (c) right 
tip mode I, (d) right tip mode II. 

Figure 5. Effect of metallurgical expansion and contraction (represented as density change) on stress intensity 
factor for 1mm crack, left crack tip. (a) Mode I, (b) mode II. Legend entries refer to cases in Table 1.  

Figure 6. Effect of additional thermal stress (warm wheels) on stress intensity factor for 1mm crack, left crack 
tip. (a) Mode I, (b) mode II. Legend gives case number from Table 1.  

Figure 7. Crack growth rate dependence on crack size for cases 1, 2, 3, 6, 7. (a) Left crack tip, (b) right crack 
tip. Case 6 is equal to the baseline case 1 for cracks of 5mm length an over. 
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